LAMBETH CONFERENCE
DIOCESE OF ABERDEEN AND ORKNEY

Thursday 4 August – Day 9

The Bishops discuss Christian unity and interfaith relations, and we make an evening trip to
the Old Palace, Canterbury.
Numbers attending events today were a little thinned down. Many have COVID, and
others are tired. The programme today was as full as ever – Bible exposition, then study
group, two plenaries and two ‘calls’ to be commented on, and lots and lots of walking.

Christian unity is a subject very close to my heart. We know in our diocese that in very
many places the relationships between local Christians from different churches and
backgrounds are good. We do so much, pray so much and hope for so much together.

The input in the plenary and then the ‘call’ encouraged bishops to recommit to making
friends with church leaders across denominational boundaries. There is so much that can
be done through shared mission, which can include shared worship even if full unity is not
possible. We acknowledged that to achieve and live in the kind of unity for which Jesus
prayed, we have a considerable way to go. This movement requires more than friendships
and local relationships. So, we also committed ourselves to push into the relationships and
agreements we already have, and be actively seeking further formal agreements, the kind
that are necessary steps towards the sharing of sacraments and interchangeability of
ministers.

Archbishop Polycarp encourages us to relationships with those of other faiths.
We bishops are committed to Christian Unity, although we know the road to be long ahead
of us. When it comes io interfaith relationships, the road is much more complex and
twisty.
Many of us know ourselves to be in good relationships with leaders of other faiths locally,
while at the same time holding in prayer Christians in other parts of the world that are
suffering persecution from members of the same faiths. What some of us experience
locally gives us hope for the situations elsewhere, as we know that that faith groups do not
necessarily have to be set against each other. In fact, there are many concerns that are
common across different faith groups, and these we can pool and so work together.

Old Palace Visit
Archbishop Justin and Caroline Welby are hosting
several supper parties this week, 200 guests a time!
Tonight was our turn, so all the Scottish bishops
(minus +Ian who has COVID), caught the bus to
Canterbury.
On arrival at the Old Palace we were invited to sign
the visitors’ book.

Rather wonderfully, the evening contained a surprise. To explain this requires a story.
In 2004 Roger and I lived in Medway. I was Ministry Development Officer in the Diocese
of Rochester. On the side, one evening a week, I taught pastoral theology on the South
Eastern Training Programme. The module lasted eight weeks. In the group was a Korean
priest called Moses. He had very little English, but never the less he attended each week.
His demeanour was humble and gracious, and I worked hard to include him.
I taught the usual syllabus for seven weeks, then on week 8 I invited Moses to share with
us what pastoral care meant for him in Korea. Through his very limited vocabulary, hand
gestures and some drawings and pictures, he told us about the houses of hospitality that
had been established among the poor. These places of welcome and feeding were the bed
rock of his church. I remember Moses’ input as deeply moving – and I have thought of it
and him MANY times over the years. It turns out that he has also though about me!!
This evening he and his wife were the couple behind us in the queue to enter the garden.
We recognised each other, and Moses and I hugged and hugged. It was so overwhelming
to see him again, and we laughed out loud noticing that after all of these years here we
were meeting because we are both bishops.

In the picture above then with Roger and I are Rt Revd Moses Nag Jun Yoo (Daejeon,
Anglican Church of Korea) and his wife Songwoo (in an amazing dress). Songwoo is an
academic, with extensive research interests in gender studies and feminism.
The conversation between us was long and deep, facilitated by Songwoo. We found that as
couples we shared the experience of having lost an adult child – we had much to say about
this, knowing that in our speaking and listening there was considerable empathy.
It was a pleasure to be able to share the story of our surprise re-meeting with Archbishop
Justin.

So what a wonderful evening that felt God planned. I rather suspect the Moses and I will
be thinking that God might intend something more from this…we will see.

Spouse of the Day
Roger Dyer writes:
It continues to be a great privilege and delight to be meeting Bishop’s spouses from
around the world-wide Anglican Communion.
See below a picture of Yamuna who is married to Bp George Stephen of Madras, Church
of South India. She has initiated ten projects to assist Dalit caste people with skills,
education, work and gaining a livelihood.
It is humbling to meet Christians of such stature and commitment. One of these projects
provides employment for women in a sari workshop. Yamuna looked resplendent in her
own sari today. She told me that when she gets more than ten saris at any one time her

daughter (recently graduated from Trinity Theological Seminary, New York) gives the
excess away to those who do not have.
And recently, her two daughters have informed Bp George and Yamuna that they need no
more than six pieces of any crockery or cutlery in the household - and promptly gave away
anything they had above that number!
There are some seriously godly people at the Lambeth Conference - our brothers and
sisters from around the world.

